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Abstract. The delay coordinate technique is examined as an

indicator of the regime of particle dynamics fbr the system of
single charged particie motion in magnetic reversals. Exam-
ples of numerically integrated trajectories in both static (zero
electric field) and time dependent (corresponding nonzero in-
duction eiectric field) simple models for magnetic reversais
are considered. In the static case, the dynamics can in prin-
ciple be directly classified by constructing Poincar6 surfaces
of section; here we demonstrate that whilst the Poincar6 sur-
face contains the relevant intbrmation to classify the dynam-
ics, the corresponding delay coordinate plot can provide a far
more sensitive indication ofthe onset of nonregular behaviour.
In the case of nonperiodic time dependence considered here
Poincar6 plots cannot in general be constructed directly. Nev-
ertheless, delay coordinate plots can still reveal details of the
phase space portrait of the system, and here are shown io in-
dicate whether segments of stochastic motion exist in a given
trajectory. It is anticipated that the delay coordinate piot tech-
nique as realized here will be a valuable tool in characterizing
the behaviour in large numbers of trajectories that are evolved
in time-dependent systems, thereby giving us insight into the
evolution of the distribution function as a whole, either in
prescribed fields or in self-consistent numerical simulations.

1 Introduction

Techniques for the analysis of time series generated by non-
linear processes are becoming increasingly relevant to geo-
physical phenomena (see, for exampie, MacDowell, 1981 and
references therein). Those techniques which are generally ap-
plicable and which do not rely heavily on a priori assumptions
will be of particular value. One such technique is the delay
coordinate plot (e. g. Shaw, 1 984; Takens, I 98 I ), which has

already had some application to time series of global geo-
magnetic indices (see, fbr example, Sharma et a1., 1993 and
references therein).

Here we examine the application of this technique to a
problem ofconsiderable interest: that of single charged parti-
cle dynamics in magnetic reversals. There exists an exten-
sive literature (eg. Speiser, 1965; Sonnerup, 1971; Chen,
1 992; Buchner and Zelenyi, I 986; Buchner and Zelenyt, 1989;

Wang, 1994) on the problem of single charged particle dynam-
ics in simple static models of the magnetic field reversal in
the earth's magnetotail. More recently, dynamics in smoothly
varying (nonoscillatory), time dependent reversais (intended
to model thepresubsiorm plasma sheet) have been investigated
(Chapman and Watkins, 1993;Chapman,1994).In the static
parabolic model where the Hamiltonian fI is a constant of the
motion, the particle orbit has a given dynamical behaviour (it
is either regular or stochastic) for all l, and different regimes of
behaviour have been identified (Buchner and Zelenyi, 1986;
Buchner and Zelenyi; 1989, Chen and Palmadesso, 1986). In a
parabolic field, model with simple, nonoscillatory time depen-
dence and a corresponding induction electric field (Chapman
and Watkins, 1993; Chapman, 1994), a single trajectory may
execute segments both of regular and stochastic behaviour at
ditl'erent times. Note that in this context, stochasticity implies
that an orbit or segment of an orbit may access an extensive
region in phase space, in contrast to a regular orbit, or segment
of an orbit, which is constrained in phase space by the exis-
tence ofthe same number ofexact andlor conserved adiabatic
invariants as the number of degrees of freedom.

Analyses of the time series generated by numerically in-
tegrating the trajectories of charged particles in the static and
time-dependent systems therefore present different problems,
although in all cases, the key requirement is to select a re-
duced time series which characterizes the dynamics. A stan-
dard technique for static systems is to constructl a Foincar6
surface of section (see e. g. tr-ichtenberg and Lieberrnan, n992;

Chen and Palmadesso, 1986; Wang, 1994) which represents
a 'cut' through the phase space torus of a given particXe tra-
jectory. The nature of this torus as revealed by the Foincar6
plot thus describes in principle the nature of the dynamics,
although, as we will demonstrate, this may be difficult to
identify in practice. As the system is static, we can in prin-
ciple integrate for arbitrarily large I to allow the trajectony to
explore all accessible regions of the Foincard surface of sec-

tion. In a time-dependent system, this is no ionger the case; in
a smoothly time-varying system (i. e. in which the frelds do not
oscillate), the orbit is no longer constrained to constant 1{ sur-

faces and can exhibit transient motion. An alternative nneans

of anaiysing the trajectory time series is therefore nequired in
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lFig. 2. Static model (a11 = 0.0795): delay
coordinate (left) and Poincard (right) plots
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order to investigate the dynamical properties of trajectories in
time-dependent systems of this type.

2 Reduced time series from phase space trajectories

In a static system, the complete particle trajectory obtained
over some arbitrarily long time interval in a given field model
maps out a torus, in general, in six-dimensional phase space,
given by canonical coordinates p(l) and q(l), where I is a

parametric coordinate only (i. e. a regular trajectory will cor-
respond to a torus with a simple surface). A time series which
is a numerically integrated trajectory of m points p; and q-,
j = l,m will in some sense sample this torus (i.e. the rn
points will lie close to the torus surface). The dynamics of the
trajectory can be characterized by examining the nature ofthe
torus surface, which can be revealed from a surface ofsection
through the torus surface and does not require the entire torus
to be known. This Poincar6 surface ofsection (Poincar6 plot)
is then defined formally by setting one of the phase space co-
ordinates (one of the components of p or q) to a constant (in
the exampies to be given here, zero). Numerically, n points
on the trajectory, which lie on the surface of section, are ob-
tained from a subset of the original m points by interpolation,
providing a reduced time series. Once the surface of section
is defined, the times I, at which the particle trajectory crosses
it provides an alternative reduced time series. This time series
is not independent of that required for the Poincar6 plot itself,
since in the static system, I is a parametric (not an indepen-
dent) coordinate on the trajectory. The delay coordinate plot
for this irregularly spaced time series is obtained by plotting
successive intervals between crossings of the surface of sec-
tion, i. e. delt(n + l) = l,+z - 1,,.1 versuS delt(n) = tn+l - t,,.
Such a plotessentially reveals structure in the frequency infor-
mation in the particle trajectory rs it executes repeated cycles
around the phase space torus.

In the explicitly time dependent system, the coordinate I is
no longer dependent on the other six phase space coordinates.
The p, q of the trajectory do not map out a static torus in
phase space. However, we can still define a surface of section
by setting one ofthe components ofp or q to zero, and obtain
the reduced time series 1,, of the times at which the particle
trajectory crosses the surface of section. The I, can again be

used to construct a delay coordinate plot which will reveal
structure in the frequency information ofthe trajectory.

We will now examine the reduced time series from numeri-
cally integrated trajectories in simple field models in which the
magnetic field reverses. The integration was performed using
a variable order, variable stepsize technique (as in Chapman
and Watkins, 1993). Coordinate plots have not previously been
presented. Normalizing the magnetic field to the linking field
,8, , temporal scales to the inverse of the gyrofiequency in this
field Q" = eEu nLt6 spatial scales to the particle gyroradius
p, = #;, the static parabolic field model is:

g = (a62,0, l), (i)

with E = 0 in the de-Hoffman-Teller frame and where
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The Hamiltonian is

where the pseudopotential has impiicit time dependence oniy
i. e.

- I :2 .1 I
Vn= -(an - - n)t = ,-A2, (4)" 2 "2 2

so that the canonical coordinates of the systern are simply
Pt = t, Pz = 2, (lr = r, gz = z. The parameter a0 measures
the degree of nonintegrability in the sense that os * 0 is
an integrable limit in which the normalized pseudopotentiai
becomes rlts = |r2, corresponding to simple harmonic motion
(gyration) about the the linking field B, , with a zero reversing
field B" = 0 (or an infinite sheet thickness compared to the
gyroradius * ---- oo). The other limit, of vanishing linking

Pz

field B, = 0 so that as + oo, cannot legitimately be taken
under this normalization, under a different normalization (i. e.

to the reversing field .B"e instead of the linking freld B, ), the
integrable limit of serpentine motion in a neutral sheet may
be recovered.

For small values of ae, the system might therefore be ex-
pected to be ciose to integrable, and ifctraotic, smalX changes
in ae will yield substantial changes in the dynamics. T'he sys-
tem therefbre provides a convenient illustration ofthe applica-
tion of both Poincar6 and delay coordinate piots, which have
been constructed here for the surface of section Qz = z = 0,
which is the centre plane of the reversal. This surface is conve-
nient since in this parabolic model, all particies remain trapped
and will continually cross the centre plane.

Examples of delay coordinate piots for different values
of as are shown in Figs. n-7. In each case, the particle was
started at the origin, at 454 pitch angtre and at normalized
speed of tr. The corresponding Foincar6 plots, constructed
from the n, r coordinates of the tra.jectories as they cross the
z = 0 plane, are also shown. The method can he seen to reveaX

markedly different characteristic structunes in f,requency space
fbr small changes in n6. A regutran trajectory is shown in

Stoiic otpho 0 = 0.0 81
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Fig. 1, constructed fbr a6 = 0.03. Here both the Poincar6
surface of section and the delay coordinate plot have the same
geometric property; that is the particle remains on a singie
closed surface.Fig.2 shows the dynamics for a slightly larger
value of o0 = 0.0795. Here the single trajectory threads each
of the five accessible regions of the i, r Poincard surface
in turn; that is, they represent a single surface rather than
five disconnected islands. Again, the delay coordinate plot
reproduces the geometry of the Poincar6 plot.

A signature of the onset of nonregular dynamics in the
Poincar6 plot is the appearance of resonant tori (which over-
lap in phase space). Regular trajectories will be confined to
nested tori in phase space that do not overlap, each torus being
specified by exact and/or well-conserved adiabatic invariants.
When two nearby tori appear to overlap, a single trajectory
has access to surfhces in phase space associated with two dif-
ferent values ofthese adiabatic invariants, so that we observe

Jumps' in at least one adiabatic invariant if we follow the
trajectory in time. This occurs for a slightly larger value of
ao = 0.081, shown in Figs. 3-5. The distinct but overlapping
tori are difficult to resolve on the Poincar6 surface of section

in its entirety, shown in Fig. 3, but can be seen by enlarging
sections of it (Fig. 5). The delay coordinate plot, on the other
hand, immediately reveals the fundamentally different geom-
etry of this particie orbit by its complex structure. The detain

in the structure is shown in an eniargement in a section of the
delay coordinate piot, in Fig. 4. Since the coordinates ofeach
point on the delay coordinate plot are a pair of two sucessive
haif-bounce periods (sucessive intervals between crossings of
the z = 0 plane), the plot gives a reduced set ofthe frequency
information in the trajectory. Complex structure in the de-
lay coordinate plot is thus equivalent to complex structure in
the fiequency spectrum of the trajectory time series, which
is indicative of the particie's irregular motion as it moves on
the surface of the resonant tori in phase space. This complex
structure is generated by the topoiogically complex surface
produced when the two simpXe surfaces of the two tori oven-

lap; aithough the overlapping surface itseXf (shown in detaill
on the left hand plot of Fig. 5) appears to trave simpie prop-
erties. The range of times between crossings is smaln, varying
by less than 1.7o, and the change in pitch angle (i. e. thejurnp
in p) is also extremeiy small, so that a plot of the particl,e :ngz

0.05 0.10

x
0,15 0"20 0.25
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zoom of tho bottom left region of the dclay coordinate plot in Fig. 6)

trajectory would suggest dynamics that were identical to that
of the regular trajectory. The delay coordinate plot is hence

an extremely sensitive indicator of the topological properties
of the system.

A further small increase in ae, to rve = 0.0835, produces
a particle orbit which begins to show some stochasticity, as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. A large region of the Poincar6 surfhce
of section is now accessible to the trajectory. The particle is
strongly pitch-angle scattered and has times between crossings
ranging over three orders ofmagnitude, as can be seen in the
delay coordinate plot. An enlargement of the bottom left-
hand corner of the delay coordinate plot, shown in Fig. 7,
also reveals that the orbit is not completely stochastic and that
much of it is confined to a complex surface sirnilar to the
previous trajectory; this surfhce is located at the outside edge

ofthe accessible region shown on the Poincar6 plot.

3 Simple time-dependent model

We will consider a magnetic field which is of the fbrm:

that is, with the same spatial dependence as the static modei,
but with additional, smoothly varying (i.e. non oscillatory)
time dependence given by dimensionless functions f , and J ".
Using the same normalization as in the static model, this gives

/ /t \ /t\\
u = U" (aJ "o' '' r'\e 

) ) (6)

with
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Here, ae is as defined for the static model and the frame-
dependent convectional tr,(T) = -At(T). which in general
cannot be removed by a de-Hoffman-Teller frame transfor-
mation. The time-dependent Hamiltonian equation of motion
is

with a pseudopotential that now has explicit time dependence

(10)

The system has the same canonicai coordinates as the static
model, the time dependence resulting in a pseudopotential
which, as well as having the same spatial dependence as in
the static model, is a function of time-dependent parameters
.\1(t) = aof ,l f " and )2(l) - f " and of the frame-dependent
,4r(l). The Hamiltonian equation of motion can be shown to
yield regular behaviour in the limit f, + 0, /" finite, i.e.
)r - 0 or in the limit f" - 0, "f" finite., i,e. .tr1 - oo;
hence, a singie trajectory can at different times be within
one or the other of these limits. These limits wiil correspond
to the reguiar oscillatory soiutions of gyromotion about the z
component of the freld, and to serpentine motion in the neutral
sheet (i. e. fhe r component of the field) if the rate of change
of {r is sufficiently small. The rate of change of f has been
quantified with two parametric coordinates,

70

69

b,/

66 t-
66

H = 'L ( !,.ir *r'r r * u,\ = r.E = 
o-'L 

.rll\2 ) dt

. I ., l-, { -f, ,z ,4,\2* = ,O; = 7/i [r - Ltoot " I"- )

(e)

F
+

Sos
QD

.i.l,it; = I 
l1-.1,

A2

and

l.\, 1

d\2(.t) = --+,
A?

(11)

(12)

s = (f,rr>a,ntu,r,.1',1rlB,) ;

u=(nor3 --l--\"-\"u''"'-**,----))'

(5)

(Chapman and Watkins, tr 993; Chapman, i 994), which appear
since there are two timescales on which the pseudopotentian
changes" These timescales are just the characteristic partictre

Larmor period given by Az = ,, = .f ", 
and the timescale for a

transition in dynamics given by the time taken for .\r ( tr to
) I - 1 as measured by this Larmor period.

If both d)l ( I and d)2 ( 1 throughout the transition
from the .\1 - 0 to the )1 * oo limits ('slow passage'), the
limits can yield regular motion, and for finite .Ir, segments of
stochastic behaviour can occur. If either d)r ) I or d)z ) i
through the transition ('fast passage'), the motion may no
longer be stochastic.

This property should be identifiable by delay coordinate
plots generated numerically for specific models. A model has

been seiected which has the property that )1 = )r(l), dll =
d)r(l), and dA2 is constant; trajectories in this model then
exhibit transitions with respect to both.\1 and d.\1 and are

ordered with respect to dAz. Using the above normalizatiotl,
the magnetic field is

(x3)

which represents a 'thinning' fietrd; that is, the ninking field
decreases with l. The corresponding electric field has E c(T) =
0, this corresponds to a frame of reference in which the field

A=f"(*),-
with corresponding induction electric field

AAf,=-.-.
ot

(8)
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line passing through X = 0, Z = 0 is at rest. The parametric
coordinaies for this system are

is a wide range of fiequencies, corresponding to the peniod
when.\1 - 1 andd.\t < I (dlz ( I foralll).

4 Summary

We have shown examples of how delay coordinate plots can
be used to establish the nature of the dynamics of a single
particle in a magnetic reversal. In the case of a static reversal,
we have produced delay coordinate plots for small values of as
(clbse to a known integrable limit). Theseplots reveal dramatic
changes in the dynamics for smail incrementai changes in og
and detailed structure in the frequency information of the
trajectory, consistent with being in the parameter range for
the onset of the destruction of KAM surfaces. In the case of a

time-dependent reversal, the plots ciearly show the distinction
between systems which have the same as but distinct (i. e.

fast or slow) rates of change, as determined by adiabaticity
parameters for the system.

It is anticipated that the delay coordinate plot technique
will be useful in exploring dynamics in time-dependent mod-
els of magnetic reversals. In order to determine the importance
of this dynamics fbr the presubstorm evoiution of the thin
current sheet in the earth's geotaii, fbr example, it wili he nec-

essary to evoive large numbers ofparticXe trajectories in the
system to investigate the evolution of the distribution function
of the piasma. This may be perfbrmed either in prescrihed
models for the electromagnetic fie1d, or seifconsistently. nra

either case, a technique is required which reduces the tra-
jectory time series whilst retaining sufficient information to
characterize their dynamical properties.

A second application which is currently under study is the

anaiysis of particle dynamics in self-consistent numerical sirn-
ulations of noniinear wave particle interactions using particle
in cell codes. Time intervals between subsequent crossings of
a given plane in phase space, defined as the plane in which
one of the canonical position or momenturn coordinates is

constant and chosen to be a piane about which trapped par-
ticles precess can again be used to construcli a neduced tirne

(14)

(is)

( 16)

(11)

It should be noted that.\1 f 0 as L * 0', so that the model
does not contain the .\1 - 0 regular limit of gyromotion
in a spatially unifbrm z field, but does potentially contain
the )1 - oo regular limit of serpentine motion in a neutral
sheet at I + oc. We therefbre chose initial values fbr the
trajectorieswithl = 0andlsf Q" ( 1;thatislr ( l,sothat
the behaviour may be nearly regular (or weakly stochastic)
at early I and can then pass through a segment of nonreguiar
motion (if the transition is slow), i . e. when ) r - I at later L

For the delay coordinate plots shown in Fig. 8, the field
model has ao = 0.01 (a weak reversal) and for the left hand
plot Q"r = 0.02, ri,\r = 50 (a fast changing reversal) and for
the right hand plot {)"r = 25 A2 = 0.04 (a slowly changing
reversal). In both cases, tgf (Q") = 0.01, and the particle has

initial position r = (5 x l0*2,0, i), such that initially the
particle lies on the rest field line defined by the choice of
Ec(T) = 0. The initial v = (0,0.5,-0.01) at I = 0, with
the velocity components chosen to ensure that the particle
crosses the centre plane z = 0 on a shorter timescale than
the transition timescales of the system. The delay coordinate
plots clearly distinguish between the fast and slow transition;
the left-hand plot reveals a system with a single frequency

component that slowly changes with time (clAz ) i for all l),
whereas the right-hand plot shows a period during which there
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series for a trajectory. Trapping ofparticles in real space (i. e.

Langmuir resonance) can be examined by choosing g,r = 0 in
the wave frame, where this position coordinate is along the
wave vector. Trapping in phase space (e. g. electron-whistler
resonance) can be examined by choosing p6 as the component
of velocity given by the resonance condition u - v.k = nA.
A delay coordinate plot constructed in this way will extract
the trapping frequency directly from the trajectories of the
computational particles.

Ackrcwledgemenr- The Editor-in-Chief thanks Th. Speiser ans another ref-
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